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Reader questions below for Zebulon are a wonderful demonstration of a principal reason, 

possibly THE main reason, we humans do NOT have more across-the-board revelation from & 

by alien extraterrestrials. So little is known by humans about planets in OUR solar system, about 

energy flowing around us, the history of Earth,  the oceans BUT when faced with investigating a 

distant civilization, that which what surrounds us, much more relevant to put it very gently, is 

promptly ignored in favor of the excitement of learning nearly useless, certainly impractical ET 

visitor information. There's nothing wrong with entertaining thrills, as mystery novel readers can 

well attest (I might have chewed on a few from time to time) -I offer but a description, not 

judgment- EXCEPT when purposes & objectives are also considered. It can be asked, how does 

mankind advance as a result of such excitement, after thrills wear off? 

 

Forget human ideas, let's put ourselves in the place of the ET visitor. Look around Earth at the 

human created "problems" which humans complain about incessantly. Trump is a major issue for 

a large portion of the political & media class, but what is being done to win the next election? 

This privileged section of American society, creators of a gigantically incorrect image of who 

Americans really are, rarely suggests getting to know folks who voted "the other way" to 

understand the reasons. Doing so could become the start of an elective victory, but that doesn't 

tug at emotions; it doesn't provide thrilling entertainment from a screaming bilingual fistfight on 

Rodeo Drive in Los Angeles between Kim & Chloe Kardashian and Justin Trudeau. (I confess 

I'd watch the Kardashians on purpose for that. [Justin, frappez-les tous les deux! Tu peux 

gagner! Justin, hit them both, you can win!]) 

 

On to the Q&A: 

====================================== 

Dear Zebulon: I try to have my curiosity in check, but this is just too much :D 

 

Q:     "It is a compound gas, such as Earth's carbon dioxide but contains an element Earth does 

not have": could you please give us the atomic number of this other element (number of protons 

and the number of neutrons in the nucleus)? I suppose that in this way we could put it 

somewhere in the Mendelev Periodic Table of the elements ;) If I understand well, this element 

should be super-heavy (high nuclear number, in Italian called trans-attinoidi). We currently 

have placed every element until number 118 (more or less). 

Z:     There is no atomic number to give you, we do not have a periodic table of elements such as 

humans and we do not assign atomic numbers the same way. A description of the element you 

wish, we shall give; it is first a two element compound which combines with silicon and is 

structured similar to hydrogen sulfate, a compound of sulfur and oxygen, sulfate, with combines 

with the very light gas hydrogen. As you know on Earth, the gaseous related chemical is a strong 

poison, hydrogen sulfide which contains but two hydrogen atoms and one of sulfur, the four 

oxygen of hydrogen sulfate are not present. You would possibly call our gas Something Silicate, 



the latter compound containing silicon and oxygen as on Earth, but in a different proportion than 

typically found, one to three or 1:3 forming a triangle. The Unknown-To-You element contains 6 

protons, 4 neutrons and 2 electrons, in this compound. A more detailed explanation enters a 

discussion of our planet's chemistry, a distracting conversation for another place and time. 

 

Q1b:   Being your home planet what we classify as a Super-Earth, I would assume that, more or 

less (it really depends on the density of your planet) the surface gravity acceleration is around 2 

times the gravity acceleration on Earth surface. Is this correct? 

Z:    No and you are correct, the density is what matters. Our planet's gravity is slightly less by 

about ten percent, than of Earth in spite of the larger size. We have no massive ferrous core as 

does your planet, although have it we do, simply a lesser proportion by much. 

 

Q2:   This is an explosive info! So, there is indeed a way in nature to store genetic information 

that is not based on DNA or RNA. The day that some scientist discover this alternate way, it will 

be Nobel Prized instantly (if this prize will still exist at the time). This naturally brings the 

question: does there exist maybe a third way to store genetic information, or all the possible 

living organism just divide into silicon based and/or carbon based? 

Z:   It does not explode, this information, because so few of you will believe it to provide the 

necessary energy for an explosion to be created. 

 

Your brief question would set off a large answer and that could be an explosion or at least 

landslide of information. The genetic information storage method known on Earth applies to 

carbon based biology, so your anticipation that discovery of another method would attract 

attention, is true. The discovery of organisms which do not require carbon based compounds 

would take attention away from genetics for some time. As you know, deoxyribonucleic and 

ribonucleic acids have two and one strand(s). Our physical bodies have three strand genetic 

material, different chemicals and this third strand is what principally determines the physical 

composition which allows us to be inter-dimensional. 

 

Q3:   So you have silicon based plants that STILL do photosynthesis, that is absorbing... what? 

and releasing... what? Using the light of your star. Maybe it is still the mechanism of 

photosynthesis, but really the chemical elements processed should be REALLY different!  

Z:     Your chlorophyll colored plants, which absorb blue spectrum light allowing the intense 

green to show, are similar to ours which do the opposite, absorbing the yellow and allowing blue. 

The chemicals work in a surprisingly similar way compared to Earth, but with silicon as the base 

element. Yes, the chemicals are different but not unable to be understood, once an explanation is 

given. 

 

Q4:   You are telepathic (also us, but very much dormant, really), and plane-shifting using 

meditation (like the Big Foot on Earth). Someone would say I'm listing the abilities of a fictional 

character of some super-hero novel, and instead it is real reality... Do you develop, as a species, 

these capabilities early after the "seeding" or eventually it came much later? How many earth 



revolutions around our star have passed (it is sufficient you give a rough estimate) from the time 

of your "seeding" into your home planet, to the present time (for example, considering us on 

earth, about 200.000 revolutions)? My feeling is that you were "seeded" at least one million 

years ago… 

Z:     Fiction does not exist, what is real is what your thoughts contain. The differences are 

merely physical, which are not as different the one from the other as you are constrained to 

believe inside your environment.  

 

Our telepathic ability was manifested after much physical evolution, but our ability is innate as it 

is with humans. Attempt we might to provide this equivalence of years, but we cannot because 

our planet both orbits and rotates faster and slower than Earth. Our day is the same as yours, but 

yours is faster for us, ours slower for you and our planet orbits Canopus faster than Earth does 

your Sun. These differences have meaning only by comparison. Humans were not seeded on 

Earth, but created. On Earth many plants and animals were seeded and have grown and evolved, 

but humans are a creation of other galactic explorer travelers.  

 

Thank you very much for your kindness :) 

You are most welcome, I thank you with gratitude for the questions. Smile mentally we do also. 

Have a nice Home day 

You have done this for us. 

====================================== 

 

Greetings, Zebulon, Patrick and The Committee ... As far as I can recall, all references here to 

intelligent species who have developed space travel indicate that they were originally seeded on 

their home planets by ETs, or created by ETs using genetic engineering, as was ours. 

Z: No, not all but yes many. Complex life organisms are as commonly found created, as 

identified evolved from seedlings placed long ago, seedlings which no longer exist.  

 

My question: Are there any species who evolved "from the muck" on their planets who achieved 

advanced technology and space travel? 

Z:    Yes. These are typically hostile, are few and almost all of them accidentally discovered the 

technology, science or ability much as humans, with clues from visitors, stumbled into nuclear 

technology. As you know, your first use was weapons and massive, unprecedented killing of one 

another. You humans are not the only species who employ technology for gain through 

destruction and subjugation. Civilizations of other planets make such action both easier and more 

difficult, simultaneously. Limiting and feeding the hostility the few such interstellar travelers 

have. 

 

My theory is that there are not, because any species which evolved from said muck would be 

perfectly adapted to their environments, and have no need for technology or space travel.  

Z:    The galaxy is not this simple. 

 



Q:    But this is a big universe, with many billions of intelligent species on many billions of 

planets, so my theory could easily be incorrect. 

Z:    It is also a big galaxy. Count the stars and perform the guessing. 

 

Q:    So are there any such civilizations entirely native to their planets who developed technology 

and space travel? 

Z:    Yes, many but a minority. 

 

Thanks very much! And please feel free to buzz my house if convenient.  

It will have no buzz sound, it will be a sound of jet engines at low power, we will pass slowly 

and disguised but close to the surface, below permitted altitude. You will be certain it is a jet. 

Would you prefer we pass over appearing as a massive bird? Other people nearby would not like 

this, all of you would be rounded up as mentally affected, if you spoke of it. 

====================================== 

Q:    So I'm guessing your craft is like some kind of intergalactic trolley bus. Taking your energy 

from an invisible overhead cable, but somehow that cable pulls you along like a MAGLEV train?  

Z:    Not as attractive or pretty as a human trolley bus, ours is simple gray and roundish. Our 

ships are oblong but appear round from the side. Yes, your comparison is good, this is how the 

travel works but without need for magnetic suspension to reverse thus neutralize gravity, as on 

Earth. 

 

Q:    How could we as humans connect to that universal stream? 

Z:     Humans are already connected mentally, the physical connection will occur shortly after the 

mental one is identified, recognized then acknowledged. Your human movie Star Wars 

introduced it, the force. Did you see not how such effect was used to move things? The mind 

over the matter? Use the human mind to build the device, then you may take your mind off 

things and read a book while the force works for you. 

====================================== 

Hi Zebulon and company. A few more questions. 

 

Q1:   Do many or all at your planet have a activated third eye in use or are a few of you more 

focused of that kind of life and missions?  

Z:     Yes, the way this comparison, the term describing a third eye suggesting eyesight function 

for perception and natural limitations eyesight requires and offers such as peripheral, is not so 

accurate. It is however, along the right or correct way of thinking. Our mind operates just as does 

yours, it does not have this restriction. You can see things behind you, which is why and how 

you sense you being silently approached or watched 

 

Focus on a purpose is not expanded or reduced by mental limits, but from and by interest and 

desire. 

 

Q2:    Are you at your planet to some degree a mix of density beings as here but overall higher? 



(But maybe lower density is to be correct, higher the term used here for the ladder up in so 

called spirituality) 

Z:      Not higher but simply faster vibration and the next dimensional range. 

 

Q3:   Do you enjoy or dislike with some passion in a way similar to humans here, do or have 

most of you "cooled" off to "it is what it" and can choose your reaction and emotion if we 

compare your collective to the human collective?  

Z:     Both. We do not become violent with intent or do actual harm, or create actual fear or 

injury which can result. We do not make threats generally, never empty ones. This disappeared 

from our civilization long ago. 

 

Q4:   Do you take your incarnation experience as "real" and do you feel as a unit when it comes 

to the aggregates in your construct?  

Z:     Double yes, just the same as humans. 

 

Q5:   Did you or someone from your planet come to listen to any talks from Gotama Buddha? It 

is told that he had a lot of visitors from far away. If so was it many from different locations "out 

there" present at a gathering of that sort and was the visit in solid state? 

Z:     Yes, and this talk can be replayed as often as chosen. These was and is no need to be 

present, humans have a concept for this called books and now video. YouTube is your preferred 

flavor at the moment but they are damaging themselves, so new flavors are already coming to 

take their place. Yes and concealed, or cloaked. The humans did not know that visitor observers 

were not within a few hundred meters, which isn't necessary. Human gatherings are as easily 

observed from one or two hundred kilometers above as from fifty. 

 

Thank you for sharing and see you around.  

Z:     See us you will not, not in the round or square, for we shall remain concealed until humans 

would no longer be much interested in us. Others will have thrilled mankind to dullness before 

we appear. 

====================================== 

Greetings Zebulon and thank you for taking our questions. 

 

Q1:   How do you reproduce? 

Z:      It is similar to what you might call a test tube baby, but originates in the higher dimension, 

where a mixture or joining of the parents first occurs before bodies of the creators return to the 

lower, more dense dimension, the beginnings of the baby already settled inside the body of the 

female of our species. The mother may move between the dimensions during gestation, but this 

is rarely done without the father. The ability to separate the unborn growing baby and have the 

process occur in a laboratory environment was developed long ago, and it was quickly 

discovered how this process harmed the soul & mind of the mother terribly, even if the baby was 

born as planned, hoped and expected. The essential reason for this unintended and unanticipated 

effect was discovered to be a sensation that the mother was laying eggs, her baby hatched. 



 

Q2.   Do you marry and form family units? 

Z:     Yes, permanent ones. 

 

Q3.  What is your lifespan? 

Z:    The interval from birth to death. Laugh we do, we know what you mean to ask, but have 

not. We cannot translate this to a meaningful comparison, our planet rotates Canopus as you 

name our star, twice as quickly as Earth does your Sun, but we rotate more slowly. We believe 

what we perceive to be the same as what humans perceive. We are not you and cannot feel what 

you do. Can a human perceive what it feels like to molt or shed one's skin? Can humans feel 

what an owl or sparrow does when taking flight? We hope you understand why we can but guess 

at what you would like to know. 

 

4.    Do you experience illness and if so, how do you heal?  

Z:    Rarely and naturally. Diseases and sickness are of the mind principally, although we know 

you will say influenza on Earth among humans is most definitely not an illness of solely the 

mind, and we agree. The collective human mind causes and cures disease; by intent and positive 

thoughts and this works the same for us. 


